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I. INTRODUCTION 

This pamphlet is the seventh in a series prepared for use by the 
Committee on vVays and Means during its consideration of the Ad
ministration's energy tax proposals. This pamphlet is intended to 
describe in detail the energy tax proposals relating to residential 
conservation forming part of the Administration's energy program 
(H.R. 6831) referred to the Committee on vVays and Means. This 
description includes sections on economic and other background in
formation, present law, members' and other proposals, staff analysis, 
areas for committee consideration, as well as the relevant energy tax 
proposals considered by the 94th Congress. 

In the 94th Congress, the major bill considered in connection with 
energy tax proposals was H.R. 6860. This bill was reported by the 
Ways and Means Committooand was amended on the House floor. 
Markup sessions on H.R. 6860 were held by the Finance Committee in 
July 1975, and tentative decisions were made in many areas, but the 
bill was not reported at that time. Many of the provisions approved 
by the Finance Committee were added to H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform 
Act of 1976, as Title XX, but all of the energy provisions were deleted 
in conference. In August of 1976 the Finance Committe..e reported the 
provisions of Title XX (as passed the Senate )as {l,namended version 
of H.R. 6860. This bill was never taken up on the Senate floor and 
the provisions expired with the adjournment of the 94th Congress. 

Unless otherwise indicated, the provisions discussed below with 
respect to action in the 94th Congress reflect H.R. 6860 as approved 
by the "'IV" ays and Means Committee. Also, unless otherwise specifically 
indicated, references to the Finance Committee bill refer to title XX 
of the Tax Reform Act (as passed by the Senate) and to the Finance 
Committee's reported version of H.R. 6860. Amendments on the House 
floor or on the Senate floor (to title XX of the Tax Reform bill) are 
specifically noted. 

(1) 





II. HOME INSULATION CREDIT 

(SECTION 1101 OF THE AmIfXIS'l'RATION BILL) 

A. Background 
Introduction 

Residential energy use varies substantially by region and source of 
energy. Overall, it is estimated 1 that the household and commercial 
buildings use 31.6 percent of all energy in the United States. Of 
the sales of distillate fuel oil in 1974, 46 percent was used for heat
ing: 2 of the sales of natural gas in 1974, 28 percent of the volume 
was for residential use and 44 percent of the dollar value was for 
residential use.3 In view of the substantial share of energy used by the 
residential sector, measured either by physical volume or value of sales, 
conservation efforts in this sector could substantially alter the overall 
rate of energy utilization in the economy. For example, based on a 30-
percent tax credit on the first $500 of conservation investments in 
single-family residential homes, the FEA projected that the demand 
for distillate fuel oil would be 1.3 percent lower in 1980, and 1.4 per
cent lower in 1990; the demand for natural gas would be 0.6 percent 
lmver in 1980; and the demand for electricity would be 2.8 percent 
lower in 1980.4 

Types of conservation devices 
There are a number of energy conservation techniques available to 

residential structures which can materially alter their energy use. The 
principal techniques examined by the National Bureau of Standards 5 

in 1975 include: (i) attic insulation, (ii) wall insulation, (iii) floor 
insulation, (iv) duct insulation in unheated areas, (v) storm windows, 
(vi) storm doors, (vii) weatherstripping, (viii) vapor barriers, (ix) 
clock thermostats, (x) flue dampers, and (xi) burner modifications. 
vVhile other techniques have some .energy impact, they are not among 
the major techniques currently subject to technological review. 
The economics of residential conservation 

For the individual, the decision to modify an existing structure by 
adding insulation, storm windows, or other <conservation devices is 
very similar to that Taeing an individual with savings who wants to 
invest in assets of various maturities and rates of return. Savings 
from energy conservation investments accrue over time, so that future 
benefits need to be discounted by an appropriate rate of interest. The 
homeowner should be willing to invest in additional energy conserva
tion measures up to the point where the additional cost of aninvest-

1 Department of the interior, Bureau of ~1ities, News Reler;tse (March 14, 1977), 
p.4. 

2 Minerals Yearbook (1974), p. 1017. 
3 ::\finerals Yearbook (1974), p. 852. 
• FEA, 1977 National Energy Outlook. yo1. II. p. K-43. 
o National Rureau of Standards (1975), "Recommended Criteria for Retrofit 

Materials and Products Eligible .for Tax Credit" (MBSIR 75-795). 

(3) 
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ment in energy conservation is matched by the energy saving from 
that investment. Thus, it would not be economical to concentrate one's 
entire energy conservation budget on, say, attic insulation, since mod
~t amounts of other insulation, e.g., weatherstripping, will initially 
YIeld rather substantial energy savings. 

The techniques an individual homeowner wiH choose to apply will 
depend on the climate he faces, the relative prices and energy effi
ciencies of each conservation techniques, and the price of the type of 
energy being used. As the price of energy rises, the value of conserva
tion investments increases. Also, the more severe that the climate be-
comes, the morewarranted conservation investments becOlne. . 

These various consider.ations are displayed in table 1 which contains 
3 hypothetical allocations of energy conservation devices for various 
budget sizes.6 The house in . question is 1,200 square feet (relatively 
small) in size, single story, with wall insulation and weatherstripping. 
It is in Washington, D.C. and annually experiences 4,000-degree days 7 

and 1,000 cooling hours. 

TABLE I.-Allocation oj limited energy budgets under alternative 
energy price assumptions 

Energy prices 
heating/cooling 
(per Btu) 

Attic 
insulation 

1. $0.15/$0.45 ______ $162 (4") 
2. $0.30/$0.45______ 162 (4") 
3. $0.45/$0.45______ 222 (6") 

Floor 
insulation 

$174 (4") 
174 (4") 
234 (6") 

Storm Total 
windows investment 

$125 (5) 
200 (8) 
275 (11) 

$461 
536 
731 

Thus, in case 1, above, where heating costs are $0.15 per Btu and 
cooling costs are $0.45 per Btu, the overall energy savings resulting 
from 4 inches of attic arid floor insulation and 5 storm windows would 
warrant an energy conservation investment of $46'1. In case 3, above, 
where heating costs are $0.45 per Btu and cooling costs are $0.45 per 
Btu, an overaU energy conservation investment of $73'1 would be 
warranted. 

U .8. housing stock 
In 1975~ there were 77.6 million year-round housing unitE ( of which, 

72.5 million were occupied) in the United States.8 Of the total units, 
49.5 million units, or 64 percent were single detached units. Another 
3.1 million were single units, but attached (e.g., common: wall) to one 
another. 

Another 9.8 miIIionunits were attached in 2 to 4 units, and 11.8 
million were attached in a structure of 5 or more units. Mobile homes 

"Example is from: s. R. Peterson (,1974), "Retrofitting Extisting Housing for 
Energy Conservation: An Eeonomic Analysis" (National Bureau of Standards, 
Department of Commerce), .p. 28-40. 

7 The number of degree days during a year equals the sum of the degrees by 
which the mean temperature for each day of the year falls below 65 degrees 
Fahrenheit. A cooling hour is the number of hours per year in which the tempera
ture exceeds 72 degrees Fahrenheit. 

8 U.R Bureau of the Census, "Annual Housing 'Survey: 1975 (Part A, General 
Housing Characteristics)," April 1977, Table A-I. 
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accounted for 3.3 million units or 4.3 percent of the total housing stock. 
Of the 77.6 million units, 46.9 million units, or 60 percent of the total, 

were owner occupied; the hulk of which (39.8 million) were detached 
single units. Of the remaining 30.7 million rental units, 7.1 million 
were single, detached units, and the rest were multi-units. 

Since 1970, there have been rather marked shifts in the type of heat
ing sources used and the extent to which air conditioning is being 
added. (See table 2.) Fuel oil was used in 26.0 percent of all heating 
units in 1970, 22.5 percent in 1975. Only 9.4 percent of new units con
structed in 1975 were heated by fuel oil. Electric herut, by contrast, 
has experienced a very rapid increase. In 1970, electric heat represented 
7.7 percent of all units, and 12.6 percent of all units in 1975. Of units 
constructed in 1975, 37.6 percent were heated by electricity. Natural 
gas has experienced a. decline recently. In 1975, 56.4 ,percent of all uni,ts 
were heated by natural gas, but of the new units constructed in 1975, 
only 44.7 percent of the units were so heated. 

TABLE 2.-Sources of heat for residential use: 1970 and 1975 

[Percent of units which use various fuels] 

New 
units 

Source 1970 2 1975 2 1975 1.3 

55.2 56.4 44. 7 
6.0 5. 7 7.3 

26.0 22.5 9.4 

Utility gas ____________________ _ 
Tank gas ______________________ _ 
Fuel oiL ______________________ _ 
Electricity _____________________ _ 7. 7 12.6 37.6 COM __________________________ _ 2.9 .8 ----------VVood _________________________ _ 1.3 1.2 .5 Other _________________________ _ .4 .1 ----------
~one _________________________ _ .6 .6 .5 

Total ___________________ _ 100.0 100.0 100.0 

63,446 72,522 10,181 
Item: Total number of occupied 

units (thousands) ____________ _ 

1 Includes multifamily dwellings and apartments. 
2 Source: U.S. CensusJBureau, Annual Housing Survey: 1975, table A-I, p. 8. 
a Source: U.S. CensuslBureau, Annual Housing Survey: 1975, table A-4, p. 26. 

Diagram "1 displays the pattern of residential energy use in terms 
of the total quantity of energy used and the type of energy used. 
(This intcludes both cooling, hooting and cooking.) The composition 
of energy uses follows the pattern in table 2, which only relates to 
the type of heating installed. Also of interest is that reliance on oil 
has fallen off dramatically. 

These rather marked sh[fts in energy SOUI'!CeS for heating indicate 
that recent changes in relative energy prices, as well as expected future 
price relationships, influence changes in ~nergy source utilization. Ces
sation of natural gll!S hookups for residential space heating and cool
ing and hot water heating in some metropolitan areas represents part 
of the shift from natural gas to electricity. It should be noted, how-
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a 10-percent increase in the price of electricity reduces the d~mand 
for electricity by 8.4 percent; estirilates for natural gas indicate that 
a 10-percent increase in the price of natural gas reduces demand by 
9.3 percent; and estimates for home heating oil indicate that a 10-
percent increase in the price of such oil reduces demand by 16.4 percent. 

Public demand for air conditioning has increased markedly. In 
1970, 35.2 percent of the housing stock had some form of ail' condi
tioning, and by 1975, it had increased to 49.4 percent. In this 5-year 
period, the percentage of units with central air conditioning doubled 
from 10.2 percent in 1970 to 20 percent in 1975. Of the new units 
constructed in 1975, 67.6 percent had some form of ail' conditioning. 
Half of all new units constructed in 1975 had central air conditioning. 
(See table 3). 

TABLE 3.-Ji':dent of air-conditioning in h01(.sing stock 

[In percent] 

New units 

Room air-conditioners ___________ _ 
Central air _____________________ _ 

8u btotal _________________ _ 
~one _________________________ _ 

TotaL __________________ _ 

1970 

25.0 
10. 7 

35. 7 
64.3 

100.0 

1975 1975 

29.4 17.4 
20.0 50.2 

49.4 67.6 
50;6 32.4 

100.0 100.0 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Annual Housing Survey, 1975, table A-I, A-4. 

Conservation devices in housing stock 
Systematic information is not available to the public on all the 

conservation devices being used in existing housing. Such informa
tion would be significant because it would make it possible to estimate 
how much additional investment is physically possible and ,,,,hat the 
potential energy savings could be. Some information from the 1975 
Annual Housing Survey is available with respect to single family 
dwellings. (See tahle 4.) Occupied single family d weIlings numbered 
53.1 million in 1977 ont of a total honsing inventory of 77.6 million, 
or 71 percent of the total. Of these 53 milIionunits,56 percent had 
some or all windows covered with storm windows, 59.5 percent had 
some or a11 doors covered with storm doors, and 74 percent had some 
sort of attic insulation. About 45 percent had some form of all three 
conservation devices. -
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TABLE 4.-0o'iUJervation device8 in housinq 8tock: 1975 
(occupied 8ingle family unit8) 

[In percent] 

United North- North-
States east central South West 

Storm windows: 
All windows covered_ 46.0 76.3 80.5 21.7 11. 9 
Some windows 

covered __________ 10.0 14.6 10. 7 8.5 7.2 
Storm doors: 

All doors covered ____ 47.8 77.9 81. 9 25.0 11. 1 
Some doors covered __ II. 7 12. 7 9.2 14.6 8. 9 

Attic insulation _______ 74.0 78.6 83.9 67.3 67.4 

Item: Total number of 
units (thousands) ____ 53,095 9,600 14,725 18,822 9,948 

Item: Region's share 
. of all units (percent) _________ 18. 1 27. 7 35.4 18.7 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Housing Survey: 1975, table A-I, 
B-1, C-1, D-I, E-l. 

There is substantial regional variation in the extent to which these 
three devices were used in 1975, which probably reflects regional varia
tions in weather. For example, 76.3 percent of the houses in the North
east had all windows covered with storm windows, while only 11.9 
percent of the houses in the "\Vest had such devices. The use of storm 
doors displays the same regional variation with the Northeast and 
Northcentral regions (because of their more severe winters), both hav
ing a high percentage of all doors covered (above 77 percent) as com
pared to the South and West (25 percent or less). Attic insulation 
appears to be the most prevalent form of conservation, ranging from 
67.3 percent in the South to 83.9 percent in the N orlhcentral region. 
These figures do not, however, reflect the efficiency of such devices in 
conserving energy. Since the oil embargo in 1973-74, the heightened 
concern for conservation has resulted in higher efficiency standards for 
all types of insulation. 

Of rel'ated interest is that the extent to which conservation devices 
are used varies hy type of fuel use. About 92 percent of houses which 
use electricity as a source of heat had at least one type of conservation, 
while 85 percent of houses heated by natural gas had at least one type 
of oonservation. 

There is a marked difference in the extent to whioh rental houses 
and owner-occupied houses are insulated. Whereas 90 percent of owner
occupied homes have at least one form of conservation device, only 
60 percent of the rental houses had at least one form.lO Since rentors 
tend to J?ay their own utility bills and also tend to be transient, this 
differentIal is understandable. Rental houses lare, however, a small 
fraction (15 percent) of the single unit market. 

10 Unpublished tabulations from the 1975 Annual Housing Survey. 
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Extent of new residential conservation investments 
The rapid increase in the pri~e of home heating oil and other energy 

sources has prompted many homeowners and some rentors to add 
various conservation devices. As noted earlier, as the price of energy 
rises, the value of energy savings increases, and additional conservation 
measures become economical. 

In 1975, 9.1 million or 22 percent of the occupied, single family de
tu,ched houses added some form of insulation (storm doors, storm 
windows, attic insulation, wall insulation or weatherstripping) . About 
14 percent of such homes only added storm doors, storm windows or 
attic insulation in 1975. Table 5 displays the numbers of units which 
added four of these types of insulation, and reflects a 5.'6-percent in
crease over 1974 in attic insulation. Storm window installation in
creased by 11.1 percent. 

TABLE 5.-Home insulation added in 1975 

Insulation devire: Total 
Storm d()ors 'added (thousands) _____________________ 2,477.7 
Increase over 1974 (percent)________________________ 9.5 

Storm windows added (thousands) __________________ 2, 657. 4: 
Increase over 1974 (percent)________________________ 11.1 

Attic insulation added: 
Total (thousands) ____________________________ _ 
Under 3 in. (percent) _________________________ _ 
3 to 6 in. (percent) ____________________________ _ 
6 in. plus (percent) ____________________________ _ 

Increase over 1974: (percent) _______________________ _ 

2,003.4 
6.4 

58.5 
32.6 
5.6 

",Vall insulationadded______________________________ 1,549. 8 

Source: Unpublished tabulations from 1975 Annual Housing Survey. 

The dollar amounts of these expenditures are displayed in Table 6. 
The bulk of these expenditures (61 percent) were under $100. Fourteen 
percent were between $100 and $200. Only 8.4 percent of the additions 
were more than $400. 

TABLE 6.-Size distribution oj outlays jor new insulation l in 1975 

Total cost of insulation 

Up to $100 ______________________________ _ 
$101 to $199 _____________________________ _ 
$200 to $399 _____________________________ _ 
$400plus ________________________________ _ 
None or no change _______________________ _ 
Don't know cost _________________________ _ 
No response _____________________________ _ 

Tot~ _____________________________ _ 

Number 

5,739.8 
1,304.8 

730.1 
784.0 
152.5 
407. 1 
236.0 

9,354.9 

Percent 

61. 4: 
13.9 
7.8 
8.4 
1.6 
4.4 
2.5 

100.0 

1 Insulation is defined as storm windows, storm doors or other insulation. 
Source: Unpublished tabulations from 1975 Annual Housing Survey. 
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Conservation and income class 
The extent to which insulation devices are used varies significantly 

by income dass. (See table 7.) Families in single homes with income 
of less than $2,000 had only 39.6 percent utilization rate of storm 
windows; half the families with income under $2,000 had attic insula
tion. On the other hand, 88.7 percent of families in single homes with 
income of $25,000-$35,000 had attic insulation; 62.7 percent of such 
families had storm windows. The pattern of new insulation a,dded by 
income class is roughly the same, with attic insulation being the most 
income sensitive. Only 1.6 percent of the families in single hOlnes with 
income under $2,000 added attic insulation in 1975, while 6.3 percent 
of the families in single homes with income of $25,000-$35,000 added 
attic insulation; 9.6 percent of families in single homes with income 
between $12,500 'and $15,000 added attic insulation. 



TABLE 7.-Insulation of homes and family income class in 1975 

Single-family detached units 
Percent with 

all or some Percent with Percent with Percent Percent 
storm all or some attic adding storm Percent adding attic 

Census money income class of windows in storm doors insulation in windows in adding storm insulation in 
families in single-family units 1975 in 1975 1975 1975 doors in 1975 1975 

Under $2,000 ____________________ 39.6 43.G 49.9 3. 8 2.6 1.6 
$2,000 to $3,000 _________________ 44.0 49.5 47.3 4. 5 3. ° 1.7 
$3,000 to $4,000 _________________ 47.6 51. ° 56. 3 4.9 3.4 2. 1 I-' $4,000 to $5,000 ________________ 50.2 55.9 56.7 4.4 3.3 2. 7 I-' 

$5,000 to $6,00o _________________ 49.3 53. 2 61. 8 5. 7 4.5 2.6 
$6,000 to $7,000 _________________ 49. 1 54.6 64. 5 5. 6 4. 1 2.9 
$7,000 to $8,000 _________________ 52. 3 56.8 65. 3 4.9 4.0 6.6 
$8,000 to $10,000 ________________ 52.7· 58.3 70.0 5.4 4. 7 6.6 
$10,000 to $12,500 _______________ 58. 3 63.8 78. 1 6.2 5.4 5. 2 
$12,500 to $15,000 _______________ 59.0 65.8 80. ° 5.8 6. 7 9.6 
$15,000 to $25,00o _______________ 62.8 66.8 85.5 6.5 6.6 6.2 
$25,000 to $35,000 _______________ 62. 7 64.4 88. 7 5.4 5.8 6.3 
$35,000 and over ________________ 61. 6 60.4 89. 5 5.5 5.0 6.6 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1975 Annual Housing Survey, unpublished tabulations (May 1977). 
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B. Present Law 

No special tax credit or deduction is presently allowed for expendi
tures in relation to a taxpayer's residence to install insulation, more 
efficient heating systems, or other energy saving components. However, 
such capital expenditures are added to the taxpayer's basis in a resi
dence which he owns and will decrease any gain on its sale, or exchange. 

The Energy Conservation and Production Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-385) 
included a number of measures designed to encourage the weatheriza
tion of dwellings. The act authorized appropriations for insulation, 
caulking, weatherstripping, storm windows and doors, and energy 
saving mechanical equipment (up to $50 in value) for dwellings of 
low-income persons. In general, the amount of this assistance per 
residence was limited to $400. In addition, the act established energy 
performance standards for new residential, commercial, and public 
buildings, authorized funds for State plans providing information on 
energy-conservation modifications for buildings and industrial plants, 
directed the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to test 
financial incentives for conserving energy in existing dwellings, and 
authorized the FEA to guarantee loans for installations ·of energy 
conservation measures in existing buildings (including State and local 
governmental buildings and residential buildings containing more than 
two dwelling units) and industrial facilities. 

C. Administration Proposal 

Tax proposals 
The ~redit proposed for qualified residential energy conservation 

expendItures would be 25 percent of the first $800 and 15 percent of 
the next $1,400 of expenditures, for a maximum credit of $410. No 
additional credit would be allowed for expenditures 'Over $2,200. The 
credit would be allowed for the amounts expended after April 20, 1977, 
and before January 1, 1985. The maximum credit is the cumulative 
total credit that would be allowed during the entire period with respect 
to a taxpayer's principal residence. The credits would be nonrefund
able, i.e., they could not exceed. an individual's tax liability in any year. 

Credits would be allowed only for qualified energy conservation 
expenditures made with respect to the taxpayer's principal residence, 
whether owned or rented, if the residence is located in the United 
States and in existence on April 20, 1977. 

Qualified energy conservation expenditures include those for insu
lation, a replacement furnace burner designed to reduce fuel con
sumption through increased combustion efficiency, a device to modify 
flue openings, an electrical or mechanical furnace ignition system 
replacing a standing gas pilot light, a storm or thermal window, a 
clock thermostat, and caulking or weatherstripping of exterior doors 
and windows (but only if installed together with insulation or one 
other energy conserving component). Each type of equipment must be 
new and have a useful life of at least 3 years. The Secretary of the 
Treasury would be given the power to add to or delete by regulation 
from the list of items for which the credit would be allowed. The in
crease in the taxpayer's basis for his residence for qualifying expendi
tures would be reduced by the amount of credit allowed. 
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In the case of a cooperative housing association, each tenant stock
holder would be entitled to a credit based upon his proportionate 
share of qualified expenditures made by the association. (The proposal 
contains no similar provision for condominium owners.) 

Revenue estimate 

Estimated Effect of the Administration Home Insulation Oredit on 
Fiscal Year Receipts, 1978-85 

Millions 
1978 ___________________________________________________ _ -$360 
1979 ___________________________________________________ _ -445 1980 ___________________________________________________ _ -469 1981 ___________________________________________________ _ -494 
1982 ___________________________________________________ _ -520 1983 ___________________________________________________ _ -550 1984 ___________________________________________________ _ -581 1985 ___________________________________________________ _ -517 

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Energy saving estimate 
The Administration estimates that the residential energy tax credit 

will reduce the residential demand for energy in 1985 by .96 quadrillion 
("quad") British thermal units. This energy savings is composed of 
a .33 quad reduction in petroleum demand) a .48 quad reduction in 
natural gas demand and a .15 quad reduction in the demand for coal. 
These savings represent both the direct and the indirect effect of the 
credit. The direct effect reflects the smaller use of energy by con
sumers as a result of insulation devices, e.g., less natural gas per home. 
The indirect effect reflects the fact that iess energy wilr be needed to 
produce the energy that is finally consumed, e.g., fewer additional 
electric plants will be built because of smaller end use demand; not 
building the plants saves the energy used to make the steel, etc. 

The savings of .96 quads as a result of the credit in 1985 represents 
23 percent of the energy savings (measured in quads) achieved by the 
conservation portion of the Administration's program in that year. 

The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the residential tax 
credit will result in much smaller direct energy savings than that 
estimated by the Administration. Under the assumption that an addi
tional 7.8 million dwelling units would be insulated as a result of the 
credit, and that such insulation can save 35 million Btu's per house 
per year, the CBO estimates that about.3 quads will be saved in 1985, 
as compared to the .96 quads estimated by the Administration. It 
would seem unlikely that the indirect effects of the credit could account 
for the difference between the Administration's estimate of .96 quads 
saving (which includes the direct and indirect effects of the credit) 
and the CBO estimate of .3 quad saving (which includes just the 
direct effects of the credit). 
Nontax proposals 

1. Gas and electric utilities would be required to offer their custom
ers a, residential energy conservation service. If the customer decides 
to avail himself of this service, the utility would arrange for the in-

90-389-77-3 
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stallation of energy conservation equipment (such as insulation), and 
the customer would repay the utility through additions to the monthly 
utility bills. Customers would have the option of having the equip
ment installed by a supplier other than the utility. The utilities would 
also be required to inform customers of other available residential 
conservation programs and how to obtain financing, materials and labor 
to perform residential conservation themselves. (Referred to Commit
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.) 

2. Loans for residential energy conservation would be made eligi
ble for purchase by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
and the Federal National Mortgage Association. (Referred, concur
rently, to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and 
the Committee on Banking.) 

3. Funding would be increased for the existing low-income residen
ti'al conservation program (wea,therization) to $130 million in fiscal 
1978 and $200 million per year in fiscal 1979 and 1980. (Referred, con
currently, to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and 
the Committee on Banking. ) 

4. A Federal grant program would assist puhlic and non-profit 
schools and hospitals in financing conservation measures. The program 
would be funded at a rate of $300 million per year for 3 years. (Re
ferred, concurrently, to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce and the Committee on Banking.) 

D. Action in the 94th Congress 

The Ways and Means Committee bill provided a nonrefundable 
income tax credit for 30 percent of the first $500 of insulation expendi
tures, for a maximum credit of $150. The credit was to be available 
for the cost of insulating the taxpayer's principal residence, whether 
owned or rented. The residence was required to have been in existence 
on March 17, 1975. The credit was to be allowed for the period 
March 18, 1975, through December 31, 1977. The limitation on the 
amount of qualifying expenditures was to have been reduced by prior 
expenditures of any taxpayer on the same residence if the credit for 
those expenditures, whether or not claimed, was allowable. 
Qualifyin~ insulation included regular insulation, storm or thermaJ 

windows and doors, or similar items such as weatherstripping and 
caulking desi~ed primarily to reduce heat loss or gain of a building. 
Whether materials such as a clock thermostat were to qualify was left 
to administrative determination. A useful life of at least 3 years was 
required and the materials and equipment had to meet certain perform
ance st'andards prescribed by the Treasury Department (after consul
tation with the Federal Energy Administration and the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development). Used property did not qualify. 
The increase in basis for qualifying expenditures was to have been 
reduced by the amount of credit allowed. 

No changes to this part of the ·VVays and Means Committee bill took 
place on the House floor. 

The Senate Finance Committee adopted a similar provision, except 
that (1) clock thermostats were specifically made eligible for the 
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credit, (2) the maximum credit was increased to 30 percent of the 
first $750 of expenditures, or $225, (3) the credit was made refund
able, (4) the credit was made 'availruble for all residences of the tax
payer, (5) the limitation on the amount of qualifying expenditures 
would only have been reduced by prior expenditures for which the 
credit was actually allowed, and (6) the credit was made allowa:ble 
for the period July 1, 1976, through December 31, 1978, on homes 
in existence on May 25,1976. 

Three amendments to this provision were made on the Senate floor. 
First, the credit was extended to retention head burners, or compara
bly efficient new burners, and to certain electronic or mechanical 
ignition devices. Second, the credit was extended to the insulation of 
furnaces, boilers, ducts, and steam or hot water pipes. Third, clock 
thermostats were deleted from the definition of the term "insulation." 

E. Staff Analysis 

The Committee's assessment of the benefits of a residential insula
tion credit perhaps involves the resolution of the basic issue of 
,vhether, given greater consumer interest in insulation as a result of 
higher energy prices, further stimulus is needed to achieve further 
energy conservation. 

First, there is the question, in the case of the fiberglass insulation 
industry, as to whether increases in demand for insulation (which a 
credit would create) would result in greater amounts of insulation at 
current prices, greater amounts of insulation at higher prices, or actual 
shortages of insulation (with higher prices and higher quantities of 
insulation sold). There are only a few (3) firms which manufacture 
fiberglass insulation. Table 7 displays the volume of shipments by 
weight and the average price per pound over the period 1969-75. In 
several instances (1970, 1974, and 1975) , the average price of insulation 
rose while the volume of shipments (by weight) declined over the 
previous year. In 1975, the price of such insulation rose 18.5 percent 
while the volume of shipments declined 5.1 percent. 

On the other hand, the fiberglass insulation industry responds 
primarily to the residential construction cycle. To the extent this 
cycle forces the industry to have extra capacity to meet peak periods, 
there may not be substantial problems in meeting the demands of 
retrofit customers. However, the short-term retrofit market is in the 
neighborhood of 20 million attics, in comparison to the 1 to 2 million 
new homes built each year. 

Examination of other industries which manufacture insulation 
devices does not reveal any potential problems. The storm door and 
storm window industry is quite competitive. The thermostat industry 
is also reasonably competitive. Possibly mitigating against supply 
problems in the fiberglass insulation industry is the appearance of 
viable substitutes: cellulose insulation, rock wool insulation, and 
styrofoam insulation. 
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TABLE 7.-Volume by weight and price oj fibrous glass shipments 1 

Year 

1975 ____________________________ _ 
1974 ____________________________ _ 
1973 ____________________________ _ 
1972 ____________________________ _ 
1971 ____________________________ _ 
1970 ____________________________ _ 
1969 ____________________________ _ 

Shipments 
(thousands 
of pounds) 

1,103,055 
1, 162,137 
1,179,686 
1,054,755 

890, 155 
1,186,294 
1,202,673 

Average price 
per pound 

$.346 
.292 
.262 
.254 
.245 
.299 
.295 

1 Structural insulation for insulating homes, commercial and industrial build
ings, Standard Industrial Classification Code 32961 15. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Industrial Reports, series MA-32J, 
annual issues. 

A related question involves the quest.ion of whether an additional 
stimulus to demand is needed (irrespective of supply conditions) in 
view of the high level of insulation activity. In 1975, 22 percent of all 
houses added some form of insulation. The insulation industry esti
mates that 8 million attics were insulated in the past 3 years. 

These figures reflect the growing consumer awareness that insula
tion and insulation-related expenditures are sound investments with 
a high rate-of-return in the form of future energy dollars saved. 

Furthermore, according to a recent Congressional Budget Office 
("CBO") study ("President Carter's Energy Proposals: A Perspec
twe," May 31, 1977), the proposed insulation tax credit would increase 
the $6.3 billion that would be spent without the credit on insulation 
and related materials over the next 7 years by $2.9 billion. The study 
estimates that 7.8 million of the 23.8 million households expected to 
make insulation improvements over this period would be induced to do 
so by the proposed credit; 16 million of these households would make 
the improvements by 1985 in any event. 

The primary incentive to insulate a dwelling, or to increase the 
insulation therein, derives from high fuel costs and the wide recogni
tion of the fact that increased insulation can reduce fuel consumption 
by 30 to 40 percent. Thus, assuming that the average home currently 
uses 100 million Btu's per year (approximately the amount of Btu's 
provided by 17 barrels of crude oil) for heating purposes, a 35-percent 
annual energy saving per home would be equivalent to an approximate 
saving of 6 barrels of oil per home. At $14 per barrel, the energy re
duction would be worth about $84 for each year of the useful life of 
the structure. 

According to the CBO study, the total fuel saving which would 
result from improvements installed subsequent to the passage of the 
proposed credit would be equivalent to about 2.9 billion barrels of 
oil over the next 27 years. The present value to consumers or the 
decreased energy consumption, in terms of reduced fuel expenditures, 
is projected by CBO to be equal to $29 billion. As a result, the study 
concludes, the energy dollars saved by consumers will exceed insula
tion costs rega,rdless of the enactment of the proposed credit; the 
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presence of a credit would increase the benefit-cost ratio from <about 
3: 1 to approximately 4: 1. In other words, the fuel savings are three 
times the insulation cost without a credit, and four times that cost 
with the insulation credit. 

Table 8 summarizes the conclusions reached by CBO as to tax
payer response to the credit and the resultant energy saving. Accord
ing to this table, the credit would decrease oil consumption by 44 
million barrels annually by 1985, and by a total of 890 million 
barrels, worth $9.2 billion, by the year 2004_ The estimated revenue 
cost of the credit from 1978 to 1985 is $2.1 billion, or $2_42 per barrel 
of oil saved. 

TABLE 8.-Estimated responses to insulation credits, energy savings, 
and credit costs, 1977-85 

Annual energy 
Homes insulated saving stimulated 

Credits paid in following 
fiscal year (millions) 

in response to by tax credit ----------
tax credit 1 (million barrels 1977 Budget 

Year (millions) of oil) dollars dollars 

1977_________ 0_8 
1978_________ 1.4 
1979 ______ ~__ 1.3 
1980_________ l. 1 
1981_________ 1.0 
1982 _____ ~---. .9 
1983_________ .6 
1984 __ ~ ___ ~~_ .7 
1985 ______________________ _ 

4.2 
12.0 
19.2 
25.8 
31. 8 
36_6 
40.2· 
44.4 

. Total 
1977-84-_ 7.8 _____________ _ 

$224 $224 
358 379 
348 391 
345 411 
313 395 
272 364 
230 326 
209 314 

2,299 2,804 

1 The figures represent homes that would not have been improved without the 
credit; they do not show the total number of homes reinsulated from 1977-84. 

NOTE_-Present value of private energy saving, $9.2 billion; present value of 
tax expenditure $2.1 billion. 

Source: Congressional Budget Office. 

F. Members' Proposals 
Mr. Pickle 

The insulation credit would be available for all residences (illaddi
tion to a taxpayer's principal residence), and the credit would be re
fundable. In addition, prior expenditures would not reduce the amount 
of credit available for any taxpayer unless the taxpayer actually re
ceived a credit for the prior expenditures. Also, condominium residents 
would be eligible for a pro rata portion of the credit for expenditures 
made with respect to more than one condominium unit. 
Mr. Rangel . .. 

The tax credit for home insulation would be provided for renters, 
owners of condominiums, as well as for shareholders of cooperatives. 
In addition, one-half of the full credit would be provided for insula
tion of a residence other than a principal residence. 
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lIfr. Tucker 
Institutional lenders of consumer loans would receive a credit for 

a portion of the interest earned on consumer loans for residential en
ergy conservation. To the extent that the interest rates on qualified 
residential energy conservation loans do not exceed the prevailing 
prime rate by more than 3 percE'ntage points, an annual credit equal to 
10 percent of such interest would be allO\ved. This provision vwuld be 
effective for years beginning after December ;31, 1976, and ending 
before January 1, 1983. 
1111'. Lederer 

The credit for home im:ulation would be reduced by 10 percentage 
points, using the revenues thereby saved for low-interest loans by 
banks to individuals ,vho want to bormw to insulate their honws. 
Banks would receive a tax credit of 5 percent of the amonnt loaned for 
home insulation loans made at a 4 percent interest rate. 

Mr. D'uncan 
A credit of 25 percent of qualified expenditures up to $2,500 would 

be allowed for insulation expenditures. The credits apply to expendi
tures incurred after December 31, 1976, and before January 1, 1982. 

ilh. Vander J agt 
Insulation expenditures for principal residences ,,,.ould be eligible 

for a cl'{'dit of 25 percent of expenditures up to $1,000 if the expendi
tures are incurred in 1977 or 1978. 

Mr. Steiger 
The credit would be reduced to 25 percent of the first $400 of ex

penditures and 15 percent of the next $700 of expenditures. 

111 r. 111 artin 
A home insulation credit would be provided for 25 percent of quali

fied expenditures up to a maximum credit of $375 ($750 for a joint 
return). The credit would apply to all taxable years beginning after 
1977. 

G. Other Proposal 

The home insulation credit could be made a flat 20 percent of the 
initial $2,000 of expenditures (for a maximum credit of $400) instead 
of the Administration's proposal of 25 percent of the initial $800 and 
15 percent of the next $1,400 (for a maximum credit of $410). 

The insulation credit could be terminated at the end of 1980, instead 
of 1984. 

H. Areas for Committee Consideration 

The Adm~nlstl"ation's proposal and the history of R.R. 6860 in the 
last Congress indicate that the basic decisions to be made with regard 
to a ~ax incentive, if any, for insulating residences include the 
followmg : 

(1) the maximum permissible amount of the credit and its struc
ture (i.e., the total amount of insulation expenditures to qualify and 
the" percentage of such expenditures which should qualify for the 
credit) ; 
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(2) the specific types of equipment and materials which would qual
ify for the credit, and the discretion (if any) to be left to administra
tive agencies to determine which equipment and materials would 
qualify; 

(3) the period during ,vhich the credit would be available; 
(4 ) whether the credit should be confined to insulation of prin

cipal residences, both owned and rented; 
( 5) whether the, credit should 00 refundable or nonrefundable; and 
(6) whether the credit should be allowed for newly-constructed 

residences as well as existing residences. 



III. SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT CREDIT 

(SECTION 1101 OF THE AmHNISTR<\TION BILL) 

A. Background 

Increases 1n the prices of fnels have led to the consideration of 
alternative energy sources. One source, solar energy, involves the trans
formation of sunlight into heat or electricity. Solar energy has been 
used to generate electricity for space satellites (photovoltaic cells), 
and a significant amount of research is underway to create efficient 
solar energy systems for residential use. 

To heat a house with solar energy, a device on the roof (or "col
lector") is installed which creates hot air as a result of absorbing 
sunlight. The hot air is then circulated to a rock bed which holds the 
heat and, in effect, stores it. Thermostats inside the home activate a 
fan which circulates the hot air generated by the collector and/or hot 
air around the rocks. Residential solar energy systems usually include 
a heat exchanger which utilizes the hot air created by the collector to 
create hot water. The hot water may then be used as the sole source of 
hot water or to warm water which is then subsequently heated by a con
ventional gas or electric hot water heater. Alternatively, the collectors 
may have water tubing imbedded in them; the resulting hot water 
can then be used directly for hot water heating. Both systems usually 
have a conventional backup heating system to provide heat when the 
sunlight is insufficient or the temperature is extremely cold. 

The feasibility of installing solar energy systems into new or exist
ing homes is affected by a number of factors: the amount and intensity 
of sunlight available over the year, the heating needs of the particular 
area, and the relative cost of a solar system as compared to a conven
tional system. Since the operating cost of a solar system is very low as 
compared to conventional gas and electric heated systems, a compara
tive cost analysis must examine what future conventional energy prices 
are likely to be, and what interest costs are likely to be for the capital
intensive solar energy system. Perhaps, the most important considera
tion is the likely prices of solar versus conventional heating equip
ment. Presumably, a large increase in the use of residential soJaI' heat
ing systems should develop the market and lower the price for these 
systems over time. Also, improved technology may make collectors 
more efficient in BTU's collected per dollar invested. 

It is generally thought that retrofitting solar space heating is likely 
to be very expensive. Existing roofs may not be properly angled and 
directed for effective use of sunlight. Existing roofs may be partly 
shaded by neighboring trees or structures. 

Most solar heating and hot water systems installed in new homes 
in 1977 will cost $7,500 to $10,000. A solar hot water system installed 
in a new home will cost $1,600 to $2,000. These are national averages; 
actual costs vary by region. Retrofitting is at least 15 to 20 percent 

(20) 
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more expensive, not including the extra financing cost (home im
provement rate compared to mortgage rate). 

A recent National Bureau of Standards study 1 costed out a solar 
system fora 1,500-sq.-ft. (relatively small) house at $7,000. Such a 
system would provide 47 percent of the necessary heat for such a home 
in Wisconsin and 75 percent for a house in New Mexico. Because total 
heating requirements are larger in Wisconsin than in New Mexico, such 
a system would become more economical (at higher fuel prices) in 
'Wisconsin than New Mexico. However, in both cases, a backup sys
tem is necessary to provide the balance of required heat (53 percent, in 
the case of Wisconsin, and 25 percent, in the case of New Mexico). 

A number of States have provided incentives for the use of reSI
dential solar heating. New Mexico currently provides a tax credit of 
the lesser of $1,000 or 25 percent of the equipment cost of a solar sys
tem. At least seventeen State 2 allow a property tax exclusion of all or 
part of the value of a solar system for a period of time (from 5 years 
to the life of the system). Texas exempts from State sales tax the re
ceipts from selling, leasing, or renting solar energy devices. Arizona 
allows individuals and businesses to wrIte off the value of a solar device 
in 5 years. Diagram 2 displays the various State incentives being 
provided as of 1976. 

DIAGRAM 2 

State Solar Legislation 

~ PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION QJI[ID DEPRECIATlo"N ALLOWANCE 

.~~~~ OnlER FORMS OF INCENTIVES, ~ SALES TAX EXEMPTION 
e.g, PROMOTIONAL POLICIES '<If%) 

~ TAXCREOIT 

AND R aD 

1 Rosalie Ruegg, EvaluMing Incentives for Solat· Heating (National Bureau of 
Standards, September 1976, NBSR 76-1127). 

2 Indiana, Arizona, Colorado, Illinois, Maryland, Delaware, Montana, New 
Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Connecticut. Georgia, Hawaii, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, and Vermont. 
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B. Present Law 

No special Federal tax credit or deduction is presently allowed for 
expenditnres for solal' or ot.her types of energy-conserving equipment 
for a taxpayel"s residence. However, snch capital expenditures are 
added to the taxpayer's basis in a residence which he owns and will 
decrease any gain on its sale or exchange. 

Presently, the Federal Government is directly involyed in the dem
ollstration of solar technologies of seleded solar installations through 
the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act (Public Law 93-
409). Under this Act, selected pl'ojects are partially funded to demon
strate the teclmological and economic viability of solar heating and 
cooling technologies. Thus far (as of .J une 1. 1977), 326 projects, em
bracing 5,022 residential installations and 186 conmwrclul demonstra
tions, have been announced, commenced, 01' completed. 

C. Administration Proposal 
Tax proposal 

For qualified solar energy expenditures, a taxpayer would be al
lowed a nonrefundable tax credit of np to $2,000 in 1977, 1978, and 
1979; $1,580 in 1980 and 1981; and $1.210 in 1982, 1983, and 1984. . 

The rates of credit (and maximum amount of credit for the applI
cable time periods) under the Administration's proposal are listed 
below: 

Oredit allmcecl on solar ene}~.qy equipment expenditures 

Years: 
1977-79 _____________ _ 
1980-81 _____________ _ 
1982-84 _____________ _ 

Expenditures of-

° to $1,000 

Credit 

40% 
30 
25 

Over 
$1,000 

percentage-

25% 
20 
15 

Maximum 
credit 

$2,000 
1,580 
1,210 

The structure of the credits through these years means that, for 
qualified solar energy expenditures made through 1979, the taxpayer 
would be allowed credits of up to $2,000. The allowable credits for 
1980 and 1981, when aggregated with the credits allo,ved during 1977 
through 1979, would be $U580; the allowable credits for 1982, 1983, 
and 1984, when aggregated with the credits allowed during 1977 
through 1981, would be $1,210. Thns, if the taxpayer has taken more 
than $1,580 in credits before 1980, he would not be allowed any addi
tional credits for solar energy expenditures during 1980 and subse-
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quent years. Similarly, if a taxpayer has taken more than $1,210 in 
credits before 1982, he would not be allowed any additional credits 
for solar energy expenditures during 1982 and subsequent years. 

The effect of the absolute limit on the amount of the credit for ex
penditures made entirely within one of the three periods is to allow 
no credit for expenditures above $7,400. In those instances, however, 
where the expenditures overlap these periods, the amount eligible for 
the credit ·would be less than $7,400.3 

Solar energy tax credits would apply to expenditures for installa
tions made after April 20, 1977, and before January 1, 1985, in a dwell
ing unit, whether in existence or ne·wly-constructed, which is located 
in the United States and used by the taxpayer as his principal resi
dence. The credit available with respect to a newly-constructed princi
pal residence would only be for specified expenditures relating to the 
cost and installation of solar energ-y equipment. The type of solar 
energy equipment which ,vould qualify for the credit ,,'ould be defined 
in regulations, but the equipment would have to be new, used to cool or 
heat a building or to heat its hot water. and have a useful life of at 
least 5 years. ~The Secretary of the Treasury would be given the 
power to add to or delete by regulation from. the list of items for 'which 
the credit would be allowed. Any incl'ease in the taxpayer's basis for 
his residence for these expenditures would be reduced by the amonnt 
of credit allowed. 

Energy savings estimate 
The Administration estimates that the solar tax 'credit will reduce 

the demand for energy in 1985 by .08 quadrillion British thermal units. 
This saving is composed of a .04 quad Btu's reduction in the demand 
for petroleum, a .01 quad Btu's reduction i.n the demand for natural 
gas, and a .03 quad Btu's reduction in the demand for coal. These sav
ings represent both the direct and indirect effects of the credit. 

The savings of .08 quad Btu's as Ii result of the credit in 1985 repre
sents 2 percent of the energy sa vings (measured in quads) achieved by 
the Administration's program. 

The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the re..sidential solar 
tax credit will result in much smaller direct energy savings than that 
estimated by the Administration. Gnder the assumptions that the 
credit will induce the purchase of an additional 309,000 solar units, 
that the preponderance will be for hot water heating, and that the an
nual Btu savins>"S per unit is 21.8 million Btu's, CBO estimates that .007 
quads Btu's will be saved as a result of the residential solar tax credit. 
The differences in energy savings estimates reflects differences of 
opinion on whether the credit wj]l encourage both solar heating and 
solar hot water heating or just solar hot water heating. 

3 For example, if a taxpayer made qualifying expenditures during 1977-1979 of 
$1,000, for a credit of $400, the aggregate crpdit limitation of $1,580 for 1980-1981 
would restrict any further qnalified exppnditures during 1980-81 to $5,900 (re
lnaining credit of $1,180 ($1,580-$400) divided by the 20 percent 1980-81 credit 
rate applicable to expenditures over $1,000). Thus, in this instance, where the 
expenditures overlapped periods subject to (Jifferent credit limitations, the total 
amount of expenditures eligible for the credit would be $6,900 ($1,000+$5,900). 
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. Revenue estimate: 

Estimated Effect of the Administration Home Solar Energy 
Equipment Oredit on Fiscal Year Receipts, 1978-85 

Millions 
1978 _______________________________________________ ~ ______ -$32 
1979______________________________________________________ -68 
1980______________________________________________________ -75 
1981______________________________________________________ -59 
1982______________________________________________________ -68 
1983 ____ ~ __ ~_____________________________________________ -66 
1984______________________________________________________ -81 
1985_____________________________________________________ -99 

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury : 

N ontax proposal 
Up to $100 million would be spent over the next 3 years to add solar 

hot water and space heating to suitable Federal buildings to reduce 
consumption of conventional fuels and to demonstrate the commercial 
potential of such uses of solar energy. (Referred to the Committee on 
Public. Works and Transportation.) (For a summary of the Admin
istration's general nontax proposals regarding energy-saving mate
rials for buildings, please see the discussion of the Administration's 
non tax proposals regarding home insulation, supra;) 

D. Action in the 94th Congress 

The vVays and Means Committee bill provided for a nonrefundable 
tax credit for 40 percent of the first $1,000 of solar energy equipment 
expenditures and 20 percent of the second $1,000, for a· maximum 
credit of $600. The credit was to be available for the periodM:.arch 18, 
1975, through December 31; 1980, for expenditures for the purchase 
and installation of solar energy equipment in or on existing principal 
residences anclnewly constTIlcted principal residences owned by the 
taxpayer. The amount of expenditures qualifying for the credit was 
to be reduced by creditable expenditures of prior ownerS of theresi
dence, even if credits for such expenditures were not claimed. Use 
of the fnllallowable amonnt of credit for one residence would not 
prevent a taxpayer from claiming the credit for equipment installed 
on a new principal residence. 

Qualifying equipment was to meet definitive performance criteria 
prescribed by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and 
was to use solar energy to heat or cool the residence or to provide hot 
waterror uSe within the residence. Used equipment was not to qualify. 
The increase in basis for qualifying expenditures was to be reduced 
bv the amount of the credit allowed . 

. An amendment on the House floor changed the credit limitation to 
2.") percent of the first $8,000 of expenditures, for a maximum credit of 
$2.000; Other floor amendments (1) permitted the solar energy equip
ment to qualify if it were installed "in connection with" the building, 
not merely "in or on" it, and (2) permitted the solar energy equipment 
to qnalify if it were to meet "interim" HUD criteria, even if it did not 
meet "definitive" criteria. 
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The Senate Finance Committee adopted a similar provision' e-xcept 
that (l)the rate of credit was to be 40 percent of the first '$1,000 and 
25 percent ofth~ next $6,400 of qualified expenditures;' for 'the same 
maximllm credit of $2,000, (2) the credit was to be refundaqle; (3) the 
credit was to be available for'all residences (rather than only forprin
cipal residences), (4) the dollar limitations used in computing th~ 
credit for solar equipment were to include expenditures by th(j tax
payer for any residence forheat pumps and geothermal energy equipe 
ment, (5) the qualifying expenditurei>of prior residents were' not to 
be taken into account in determining whether the dollar 'limitations 
had been exceeded, (6) the credit was to be available to tenants as well 
as owners, (7) the credit was not to be allowed if the value of the solar 
equipment was included in the valuation of the residence forproperty 
tax purposes, an:d (8) the credit would have be~n allowed f6r the pe-
riod July1, 1976, through December 31, 1980. , 

E. Staff Analysis 

Although the energy-saving potential of the widespread use of solar 
equipment is great, so is its potential cost. The cost of a solar system 
is significantly higher than the initial cost of alternative, more conven
tional, systems. Nevertheless, solar systems cm'rently may be attractive 
investments in areas of the country which have clear skies and ex
pensive alternative energy sources or in new dwellings where the solar 
costs can be offset partially by savings on the avoidance of the cost of 
a conventional system.4 The advantage of new installations over retro
fits also derives from such factors as the lower cost of money (mort
gage rates being lower than home improvement rates) and the econ
omIes of scale for design and installation. 

Despite .the higher costs, solar equipment sales are rapidly increas
ing. In 1976, sales .equalled approximately $70 million. This figure is 
expected by some to double in 1977. The Congressional Budget Office 
estimates (in "President Carter's Energy Proposals: A Perspective," 
May 31, 1977) that, in the absence of any tax credit, 464,000 households 
will own solar equipment by 1985; and that the number would increase 
by 309,000 to 773,000 if the solar energy tax credit isenacted.5 CBO 
also estimates that the tax credit woufd increase solar equipment ex
penditures, from 1977-1984, by $460 million, at a present-value tax cost 
of $262 million. It is estimated that the increased public expenditure 
would save the affected homeowners $240 million in fuel costs over a 
20-year period. According to CBO estimates, the cost 'of the reduced 
consumption to the Federal treasury resulting from the solar energy 
tax credit would be the equivalent of $11.28 per barrel saved. Com
pared to the CBO estimated cost of $2.42 per barrel for each barrel of 
oil saved under the insulation tax credit proposal, the cost of the solar 
tax credit is extremely high. Notwithstanding the relatively high tax 
cost of the solar energy credit, one cannot ignore the magnitude of the 
energy savings involved and the possibly resulting diminished demand 
for imported oil. 

• Of course, to the extent that the solar system installed requires a supple
mentary conventional system, the savings will be diminished to some extent, 

• This estimate by CBO falls substantially below the Administration's projec
tion of 1.3 million households. 
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Since the proposed credit is nonrefundable, it would be available 
only to taxpayers with sufficient tax liabilities to cover the amount of 
credit. Generally, only those families with incomes in excess of $18,000 
would qualify for the full $2,000 solar energy tax credit; single tax
payers with incomes in excess of $12,000 would similarly qualify. 

One drawback to the creation of an incentive to invest in solar 
energy equipment concerns the present developmental state of solar 
technologies and of solar energy products. Aside from the particular 
financial considerations involved regarding any solar energy related 
expenditure, the consumer generally will be faced with the necessity 
of making decisions on the basis of relatively insufficient information 
as to the quality of any solar energy product or improvement. More
over, at least until solar energy technology further develops, con
sumers will have few qualified alternatives from which to choose. 
Hm"'evel', while no official consumer report has been issued concerning 
the quality of the various solar systems or products, the Government 
has established a National Solar Heating and Cooling Information 
Center. The Center's function is to make av'ailable the results of gov
ernmental tests as to the reliability of various solar units and products. 
Thus, as products and systems are developed, the Center should be 
able to provide taxpayers with sufficient information regarding de
velopments in solar technologies. Moreover, the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS), HUD, and various private organizations are 
actively involved in the development of standards for solar energy 
equipment. 

F. Members' Proposals 
lJfp. Pickle 

The credit for solar and other energy saving equipment ~would be 
:1Tailable for all residences (in addition to a taxpayer's principal resi
dt'nce) and for all solar equipment installed "in connection with" a res
idence. The credit would be refundable. In addition, prior expenditures 
would not reduce the amount of credit available for any taxpayer un
less the taxpayer actually received a credit for the prior expenditures. 
Also, condominium residents would be eligible for a pro rata portion 
of the credit for expenditures made with respect to more than one con
dominium unit. 
lIf r. Rangel 

The tax credits for residential solar equipment and other energy 
saving devices would be proyided for owners of condominiums, as well 
as shareholders of cooperatives and renters. In addition, one-half of 
the full credit would be proyided for solar equipment and other energy 
saving devices for a residence other than a principall·esidence. 

1111'. Jones 
The solar energy credit would be moclifiedto make clear that swim

ming pools used as a storage mediUln in conjunction with solar heating 
and cooling systems ~wonld be digible for the residential solar energy 
tax credit. 
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lIf1'8. l{ eys 
·Wind energy equipment for any residential nse would be eligible 

for the solar energy residential tax credit. 
All'. Duncan 

A credit of 25 percent of qualified expenditures up to $2,500 would 
be allowed for residential solar energy equipment expenditures, resi
dential heat pump expenditures and electric vehicle expenditures. The 
credits apply to expenditures incurred after December 31, 1976, and 
before ,January 1, 1982. The credit would be allowed only if for State 
property tax purposes the value of the solar equipment cannot be 
included in the value of the residence. 
JJf l'. Vandel' J agt 

Solar energy equipment installed in existing residences or purchased 
with a new residence would be eligible for a credit of 50 percent of 
expenditures up to $5,000 for 1977 through 1981 and 25 percent of 
expenditures up to $5,000 from 1982 through 1986. 
JJI p. Steigel' 

The solar energy credit would be 25 percent of the first $4,000 of 
expenditures in each year. 

G. Other Proposal 

The solar energy credit could be made a flat 25 percent of the first 
$8,000 of expenditures (maximum credit of $2,000) rather than40 
percent of the first $1,000 and 25 percent of the next $6,400 (maximum 
credit of $2,000). The rate could decline to 20 percent for 1980 and 
to 15 percent for 1982. The credit would terminate at the end of 1982. 

H. Areas for Committee Consideration 

The Administration's proposal and the history of the tax-related 
energ-y provisions in the last Congress indicate that the basic decisions 
to be made with rega,rd to a tax incentive for residential solar energy 
equipment including the following-: 

(1) whether to provide a credit for installations of solar energy 
equipment; 

(2) the amount of the credit; 
(3) whether the credit is to be refundable; 
( 4) whether any discretion is to be left to administrative agelicies 

to determine whether particular equipment is to qualify for the credit; 
U» the period during which the credit is to be a vail able ~ 
(6) whether-the credit should be confined to installations on prin-

ci.pal residences only; . 
(7) whether the credit should be available to tenants as well as 

myners; and 
(8) whether the credit shonld he al10wed for nev.ly-constructed 

residences as well as existing residences. 



IV. OTHER RESIDENTIAL ENERGY EQUIPMENT 
. CREDITS 

A. Present Law 

No special tax credit or deduction is presently allowed for expendi~ 
hU'es for snch types of energy-conserving equipment as geothermal, 
heat pump, and wind-related equipment for residential use. However, 
snch capital expenditures are added to the taxpayer's basis in a resi
dence which he owns and '."ill decrease any gain on its sale or exchange. 

None. 
B.Administration Proposal 

C. Action in 94th Congress 

Geothermal energy equipment 
The Tax Reform Bill~ as reported by the Senate Finance Committ~e, 

included a tax credit for residential geothermal energy equipment 111 

the same amount as the credit for solar energy; that is, 40 percent of the 
first $1,000 and 25 percent of the next $6,400 of qualified expenditures, 
for a maximum credit of $2,000. In general, the same rtulesapplicable 
to the solar energy equipment credit for resideThtia;} inst·alla.tions were 
also to apply to the credit for geothermal equipment. Qualifying geo
thermal equipment was required to be equipment which was neces
sary to distribute or use geothermal stea;m and associated geothermal 
resources (as defined in sec. 2 ( c) of the Geothermal Steam Act of 
1970-30 U.S.C. 1001 ( c)). The rule disallowing the solar equipment 
credit if its value was taken into account for property tax purposes 
was not applied to the geothermal credit. . , 

Under the bill, as reported by the Senate Finance Committee, the 
nlaximum amount of allowable expenditures in oomputing. either the 
solar equipment credit, the heat pump credit, or the credit for geo
thermal energy equipment was to be reduced by the aggregate of the 
previous expenditures by the taxpayer for all of these types of equip
ment installed on the residence which had been taken into account in 
determining the credit for a previous taxable year. . . . . 

The Ways and Means Committee did not provide .a tax incentive 
for geothermal equipmeTht in reporting H.R. 6860, nor did the House 
include such an incentive in passing t.hat hill. 
Heat pump· credit 

The Tax Reform Bill, as reported by the Senate Finance Commit
tee, provided ,a tax credit for 20 ·p~rcent of the first $1,000 and 1211z 
percent of the next $6,400, for .a maximum credit of $1,000, for quali
fying heat pump eXlpenditures. This credit was haJJf tJhe amoUTht of 
the credit for solar or geothermal equipment expenditures. The credit 
was to be allowed for the cost and installation of the heat pump and 
the equipment necessary to permit a heat pump to function in a home. 

(28) 
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The same rules applicable to the credits for solar and geothermal 
energy equipment were generally applicable to the heat pump credit. 
Howeyer, the heat pump credit was to be available only for residences 
occupied or habitable on May 25, 1976. The rule disallowing the solar 
equipment credit if its value was taken into account for property tax 
purposes was not 'applied to this credit. 

A Senate floor amendment restricted this credit to heat pumps 
~hich replace or supplement existing electric resistance space heat
mg. 

Under the bill, as reported by the Senate Finance Committee, the 
maximum amount of allow1able expenditures in computing either the 
solar credit, the heat rpump credit, or the credit for geothermal en
ergy equipment was to be reduced by the aggregate of the previous 
expenditures by the taxpayer for all of these types of equipment in
stalled on the residence which had been taken into account in deter
mining the credit for a previous taxable year. 

The Ways and Means Committee did not provide a tax incentive for 
heat pump expenditures in reporting H.R. 6860, nor did the House 
include such an incentive in passing that bill. 
Wind-related energy equipment credit 

The Tax Reform Bill, as passed by the Senate,provided a tax 
credit for wind-related energy equipment (such as a windmill) equal 
in amount to the credits it provided for solar and geothermal energy 
equi pment; that is, 40 percent of th;e first $1,000 of qualified expendi
tures' plus 25 percent of the neXt $6,400, for a maximum credit of 
$2,000. Qualifying equipment for which the credit could be claimed 
was that which uses wind-related energy to generate electricity to 
heat or cool a residence (or residences) or to provide hot water for 
use inside it. Otherwise, the same rules applicable to the solar energy 
equipment credit for residential installations were also to apply to the 
credit for wind-related energy equipment. However, the rule dis
allowing the solar equipment credit if its value was taken into ac
count for property tax purposes was not applied to this credit. 

The amount of expenditures which could be taken into account in 
determining the credit would be reduced by the aggregate of previous 
solar, geothermal, heat pump, or wind-related energy equipment 
expenditures by the taxpayer which had been allowed for a credit on 
account of installations on the same residence. 

This provision was added to the Tax Reform Bill by the Senate 
Finance Committee in a floor amendment. Neither the Tax Reform 
Bill, as originally reported by the Finance Committee, nor H.R. 6860, 
as reported by the Ways 'and Means Committee, or as passed by the 
House, included a tax incentive for wind-related energy equipment. 

D. Members' Proposals 
lIfr. J 01WS 

A tax credit would be established for the installation of qualified 
wind-related equipment. The credit would be 20 percent of the cost of 
the resident equipment installed between 1977 and 1980, and 10 percent 
of residential equipment installed between 1980 and 1982. 

Mrs. Keys 
Wind energy equipment for any residential use would be eligible 

for the solar energy residential tax credit. 
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E. Areas for Committee Consideration 

The Administration's proposal and the history of the tax-related 
energy provisions in the last Congress indicate that the basic decisions 
to be made with regard to a tax illcentive, if any, for the cost of certain 
residential energy producing and conservation equipment include the 
following. 

(1) whether to provide a credit for installations of either geo-
thermal, heat pump, or wind-related energy equipment, or all of these; 

(2) the amount of the credits; 
(3) whether the credits are to be refundable; 
(4:) ,vhether any discretion is to be left to administrative agencies to 

determine whether particular equipment is to qualify for the credit; 
(5) the period during which the credit is to be available; 
(6) whether any of the credits should be confined to installations on 

principal residences only; 
(7) whether any of the credits should be available to tenants as well 

as owners; 
(8) ,vhether the credits should be allowed for newly-constructed 

residences as well as existing residences; and 
(9) whether to reduce the maximum amount of creditable expendi

hu'es for one class of equipment, such as solar equipment, geothermal 
equipment, etc., by prior creditable, e,xpe,nditures for other classes of 
equipment. 
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